## Review Of The Year 2004

**Question 1** Which "Pop Idol" had a number one hit in 2004 called "All This Time"?

**Question 2** For which 1990 invention was Tim Berners-Lee awarded the first Millenium Technology Prize in April 2004?

**Question 3** What was the score in the penalty shoot-out when the England football team lost to Portugal in the quarter finals of Euro 2004?

**Question 4** Which controversial documentary film won the Palme D’Or at the Cannes Film Festival in May 2004?

**Question 5** Who wrote the childrens book "The Adventures of Abdi" which was published in November 2004?

**Question 6** Nadia, the 2004 winner of "Big Brother", is originally from which European country?

**Question 7** Why did Jason Alexander from Louisiana hit the headlines in January 2004?

**Question 8** In March 2004, Piers Morgan resigned as the editor of which newspaper after publishing fake photographs of Iraqi prisoners being abused?

**Question 9** How many medals did Great Britain win at the 2004 Olympics? 21, 25 or 30?

**Question 10** Who are the famous mother and father of Apple Blythe Alison Martin who was born in May 2004?

**Tie Break** How many copies did the Band Aid single "Do They Know It's Christmas" sell in its first week on release in the UK?